PLI- Climate Workshop 1
First contact with the topic of climate change
and awareness of possible effects

From about 9years
Jahren

Approx. 160
Min.

People cause climate change and destroy the world.I don´t want animals to die and want to
live here, when I am old. That´s why I want to do something for the climate from now on.

Soraya, 10

The PLI-Climate Workshop 1 offers first
contacts with the topic of Climate Change.
What is climate and climate change? What
does that mean for my future? And: Can I
help to ensure there will be good living
conditions for mankind and animals in the
future,too? The workshop gives some
impulses for the first confrontation with the
topic of climate change and in a playful
manner sensitizes the participants for the
causes and possible consequences of global
warming.
———————————————————————————————————————————————

Procedure
Procedure Contents

Social form

0.

Introduction / impulse

Plenum

1.

What is climate change?

Minutes
5+

1.1

Get into the topic

Moderators/ Plenum

20+

1.2

Up to your neck in water?

Moderators / Plenum

10+

1.3.

Karl ` the climate camel`

Plenum

10

2.

The game of the world

Plenum

35+

3.

Causes and possible actions

Small groups, Plenum

45

4.

And what about you? Personal action vs. political action Small groups, Plenum

15

5.

Supplement: Ecological footprint

Individual work, Plenum

10

6.

Feedback

Individual work, Plenum

10

° Note: points in the workshop can be shortened or dealt with in more detail – the time needed will change accordingly
° PPTX = PowerPoint Presentation
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STEPS:
0.

INTRODUCTION / IMPULSE
Preliminary information for the leader of the workshop: In the appendix you can find `Notes for
moderators`, which you should read first [Appendix V]
First of all the moderators of the workshop should introduce themselves to the participants and
briefly present the procedure. Then everybody will be prepared. You can also write the procedure
on the board or on a piece of paper so that everybody can see it. You can also begin with a game to
get everybody motivated. You can find the instructions for such games as videos here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=toSdV4YLK1M&list=PLbW5uGnBHScRBD2zO2aZFFKFw-kFnTuzR

Or as texts here: https://peerleader.org/tools.html .
1.

WHAT IS CLIMATE CHANGE?
Climate change concerns us all! But in order to develop solutions to the climate problems and causes,
you first have to understand what climate change really means. The participants maybe have some
knowledge already. Here the aim is to give them some basic knowledge and therefore to get them all
on one level for the implementation of the workshop – But don´t worry, at this point it will not be a
scientific lecture from the front!
This workshop is meant for participants who up to now have little knowledge about climate change
and is suitable eg. for pupils from 4th. class. Also, although we from Peer-Leader- International are
dedicated to Peer-to-Peer Learning (students teach students) and prepare all the materials, so that the
young people themselves can carry them out, you do need workshop moderators who are older than
the pupils of 4th to 6th classes for this workshop.

1.1

GET INTO THE TOPIC
You need a projector, a PC/Laptop and the PowerPoint presentation. Alternatively you can also find
suitable material in the appendix if you cannot show a presentation. An Internet connection would
also be an advantage in order to show the enclosed videos/links.
Greta Thunberg – the figure of a generation.
With her you connect Fridays for Future, climate disasters, climate change, youthful courage against
elderly politicians, actionism, the peer for many young people, who have mobilised themselves and
together with Greta play truant from school on Fridays in order to, through this strike, bring the the
decision makers in the world to react. With a picture of the young Swedish girl and a Fridays for
Future strike, you will find sufficient material to introduce the topic of climate change! Ask the
participants if they know the girl on the picture and if, yes, where from. From a certain age, nearly
everybody has heard about Greta and if there are participants who do not know her, then the others
will explain her to them – she is one of them, a young person - a peer.
If your participants have not yet heard about Greta and Fridays for Future, tell the story of the young,
courageous girl and ask them what they think about her actions.
Klima
Maybe they will critisize Greta Thunberg and Fridays for Future.
Klima
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Here it is important to ask the participants to give a reason for their opinion, because
it is often the case, especially with younger participants that opinions of their family
are just repeated and sometimes considered as irrefutable truthful statements ( so to
say: „My father/mother is always right!) This happens quite often at this age and is normal. It is
important, however, to offer other opinions, facts and possibilities so that they can form their own
opinions and also accept other justified opinions!
Beware: (Example: The father says there is no climate change and that it is a lie). Please do not react
hastily with statements such as „Your dad is talking a lot of nonsense“ because the children will
probably tell their family about the statements of the workshop leader when thy go home. The child
is then confused, does not know, who is right and has to endure a feeling of incertainty (also relating
to the family). Based on age and stage of development, this could lead even cause incertainties in
the bonds within a family.
So what can you do? Here are a few tips:

Give them some questions for their parents „Has your father already noticed that…?“
Does he mean that the weather/seasons/natural disasters used to be different or there were less
of them?“.
- Remain diplomatic: Remember there are always different opinions – some like rain, others do
not. What is important, however, is the justification of the opinions; participants should make
their family justify their opinions and report about it in school.
- Try to convince with facts/visual aids/ before and after pictures.
- You could also offer a workshop/discussion for parents You can find further workshops about the
topic here: https://climatecycle.de/material/ or
here: http://www.peerleader.org/tools.html ).
- You can also make a tentative attempt to convey that mother/father have perhaps not
understood something correctly or maybe could have told it incorrectly by mistake and they could
ask the members of the family if they could find out the truth, google the topic or seek a
discussion about it.
- If none of your attempts are successful, you must simply accept the fact. When the child is older,
other sources will be used to form an opinion.
- …
In addition the following can be said about Greta Thunberg :
Such outstanding people have always had their critics, from
Mahatma Ghandi, to Martin Luther King, Nelson Mandela to the
young Malala Yousafzai – all people who have courageously
campaigned against injustice and grievances in our world.
[PPTX / Appendix I]
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Pictures of natural disasters: Is this still normal?
We have spoken about Greta and Fridays for Future and have first insight into the topic
of climate change. Possibly the participants do not yet know what the term „climate
change“ really means. Now we use visual aids to show this.
Pictures of extreme weather phenomena and climatic conditions offer the next opportunity for a
discussion. You can see arid and infertile soil, wind and damage caused by a hurricane or typhoon,
severe floods over a whole region, disasters through snow and ice, dead trees and barren earth and
also destruction by such disasters (tornado, hurricane, tsunami etc,).
Useful information: Do your participants know the differences or the similarities
behind the terms hurricane and typhoons? You can find this out together!

Ask the participants to describe the pictures. Ask also whether they have seen or experienced
anything like this and where they believe these occurrences happen in the world, or also: how often
they happen. After this the group can continue to discuss why these disasters occur and what
feelings the pictures cause, why and if there are more due to global warming through climate change
and whether they could occur in places where you do not reckon with them. The moderators
structure the discussion, a workshop assistant notes down important questions/statements.
For the moderators there is useful information about the pictures in the appendix. [PPTX / Appendix
VI]
Supplement (We recommend the use of this additional part from an age of 12 years)
#ShowYourStripes (https://showyourstripes.info)
The graphics of the #ShowYourStripes initiative also provide a further basis for discussion. The
graphics based on scientific analyses have been designed so that they are easily understood in order
to create discussions about global warming and the risks of a change in climate.
Explanation:
These „Warming Stripes“ are visual representions of the average
temperature of the Earth over the last more than 100 years.
There are graphics for each country on the Earth (PPTX /
Appendix I, here: Germany), and also a graph showing global
warming (PPTX / Appendix I).
Each stripe shows the average temperature of a whole year. The
graph starts for most of the countries from the year 1901 and
finishes in 2018. For Germany, the USA, Switzerland and the
United Kingdom the records for the average annual temperature
even go back to the late 19th century.
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What is so special and alarming about the Warming Stripes graphics?:
What applies for each individual country is the fact that: the stripes turn from blue to
mostly red over the time; from 1971 and especially in more recent years. That means
that the average annual temperature of each individual country on the Earth has increased
significantly – global warming, climate change has arrived! This has been proved again and again
and cannot be denied anymore!
Application:
First only show the Warming Stripes without commenting. What do the participants think? What
does this barcode represent? Art? Then show the graphics/the animated video with the year dates
and the key (Video / Link in PPTX). The participants will then certainly realize, what the colours have
to do with climate (if not, give them a little help). Possible tip: what colours are normally on
(bathroom) taps to show hot and cold? After that you can show the graphics for Germany or another
country of the Earth, which is listed.. Especially the last mentioned will open their eyes to the fact
that climate change is global, visible and here in every country on Earth. [PPTX/ Appendix I]
1.2

UP TO YOUR NECK IN WATER?
Due to global warming, the ice on our planet is melting. What does that mean for mankind and
animals? In the PowerPoint Presentation (or alternatively in the Appendix) you can find a picture
which shows the Greenhouse Effect with and without the influence of mankind (Transparency 18).
We want to explain the greenhouse effect and how the Earth is getting warmer due to climate
change as simply as possible to the young participants.
First you can ask what a greenhouse is. They often know what it is. Ask the participants
about the temperatures in a greenhouse and what a greenhouse is supposed to do. Now
you can compare the Earth and the atmosphere (protective gas layer) with a greenhouse:
The sun rays get inside the greenhouse and warm it up, Part of the heat can escape
through cracks, gaps or an open window – it remains pleasantly warm and will not cool down so
quickly. But if you make the greenhouse airtight, it will get warmer and warmer inside and in the
long term nothing will grow.
It is similar with the Earth and the sun: the sun rays hit the Earth and warm it up, because only a
part of the heat in the form of radiation can escape through our atmosphere as if there were an
open window there. But the more people blow a gas called CO2 into the air, the more this gas will
clog the atmosphere – as if someone is closing the window gradually. The radiation/heat cannot
escape anymore, so the Earth will get hotter and hotter. And just like in the greenhouse, it could
happen on Earth: nothing would grow anymore and life here would be impossible.
The transparency shows different „greenhouse gases“, which occur
naturally in our atmosphere (eg. carbon dioxide (CO2), methane
(CH4)), but which are also blown additionally into the air in amounts
that are much too much by mankind and its lifestyle.!
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Now a moderator clicks on the next transparency (title)and then goes on to a further one
Here you can see ice bears on a larger and a smaller ice float. You can also see the year dates. First
talk to the participants about what they see and why the ice is melting. What does that mean for
the animals? Feel free to have the participants repeat here why it is getting warmer and the ice is
melting. Explain, too, that that not only the ice is melting due to climate change, but also that it is
getting warmer and warmer more quickly because of the disappearance of the ice!
#

Why? Explanation:
It has to do with the reflection of solar radiation. Dark surfaces will get a lot warmer through solar
radiation than light surfaces – you probably know this from your seatbelt, which often gets very hot
in summer or from dark clothing. The reason for this is that light surfaces – like ice – reflect a majority
of the solar radiation, that is they `send it back` again just like a mirror. Dark surfaces
, however, absorb the radiation, assimilate it and do not reflect it as much. The
radiation goes through it and it becomes warmer.
It is the same with the planet: the light coloured ice reflects (sends back) much
better than water. Water heats up especially quickly.
Transparency 18 of the PPTX shows the greenhouse effect again!
Less ice means the process of global warming accelerates, Clear, so far!?
The PowerPoint Presentation takes you through the question of whether the sea level will really rise,
when the ice in it melts.
For this, there is a quiz question, which the leader of the workshop can use optionally, also as an
experiment with the group!
It is all about whether the water level of a container filled with water and
ice and if it rises, is constant or falls after the ice has melted.
You can put a glass of water with some ice in the room, ask the
participants the question and at the end of the workshop look at the
result together, that is, find the answer to the question!

It must become clear that (see next transparencies in the PPTX / in the appendix), the melting of the ice
on land, eg. glaciers and the melting of the permafrost (google the term, if necessary) cause a rise in the
sea level, not the ice in the water( to put it simply)!

Transparencies 35, 36 und 37 in der PowerPoint Presentation make this and the melting of the ice
clear again.
On the following transparencies you can see how the North Sea coastline of Germany and the
Netherlands could change if the temperature rises. The water level forecasts show the new
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coastlines, when the sea level rises by one metre and also by 3 metres (at
high tide).[PPTX / Appendix II]
1.3
VIDEO: ‚KARL, the climate camel‘
We have now learnt a lot about climate change. A funny explainity-video should
internalize the most important points to the question `What is climate change?.
Besides the use of a different method provides a welcome change at this point.
Remember: if you don´t have an internet connection, you must download the video before!
Karl the climate camel (name given by Peer-Leader-International) will explain to you what you must
know: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E1ZC0FT8z24 (from: „Die Sternsinger“)
After that you should clarify any questions. If you don´t know an answer or a term, make it a group
project to find it out; maybe other participants know the answer, or you can use Google or ask the
workshop assistant to write down what should be treated in other lessons/meetings and should be
found out up to that point.
You can also show the video a second time!
Optionally
we have prepared questions to the video. You can print them out and give 1-2 questions each to
participants. The questions should be answered after the video has been shown for the first time.
After watching a second time, the answers to open questions can be found out together and if all
questions have been answered, the group can follow the video with their additional basic
knowledge.
You can also show another explainity video which deals with the topic – that depends on your group
and your interests. You can find many different videos on appropriate video platforms!
You can also ask the participants to note down questions to the video and deal with them at the end
of the video.
[PPTX / Appendix III)
2.

THE GAME OF THE WORLD
Climate change affects everybody, but firstly the poor!
The world distribution game offers a vivid start into global topics and connections. With this tool,
statistics will come alive! The illustration of complicated structures to do with relationships,
dependency and distribution on a global level help to understand `the world as it is` better. In this
way, for example, CO2 emissions or the ecpological footprint can be considered in relation to eg.
distribution of wealth or population or money spent on education by the different continents and
can lead to some thought and exciting discussions. Our game of the world includes the topics of
distribution of population, wealth, energy, flight, education and ecological responsibility.
This part of the workshop can be extended and intensively or briefly dealt with; for the topic
`climate`however you should at least deal with population, wealth and energy. The aim is to to
understand climate change and its causes and consequences globally!
For younger participants the game of the world is their first encounter with global connections –
there is normally not an understanding of the world, the continents, dimensions yet– but that does
not matter! Simplify statements, do not go into too much detail and the participants will understand
because of this visual method that eg. wealth is not distributed fairly in the world. Here you need to
7

be a little sensitive in the moderation.
Have large sheets of paper or cardboard ready for the game of the world. Write a topic
on each sheet and complete it with the most important facts to. Hang these in the
room so they are visible to everybody.
Appendix = The instructions and many tips and the necessary materials can be found in the tool „The
Game of the World“ (https://peerleader.org/tools.html).
Further online version: http://worldchecker.org/public/

3.

CAUSES AND POSSIBLE ACTIONS
After the game of the world we have already learnt enough about climate change: its causes, its
effects, and also what that can mean linked globally. Now we want to see what action we can really
take- personally and politically – to tone down climate change and reduce the number of disastrous
consequences.
Now the leader of the workshop must divide the participants into 4 small groups. Each group is
given one of these topics as a poster with pictures:
- Food
- Traffic
- Energy
- Factory/ Production
Preparation:
In Appendix IV you can find copies for the topics. Print them out. Take a large sheet of paper or
cardboard, which you have divided vertically or horizontally in the centre into two optical halves. (it
does not matter which way).On one side please glue the first page of the topic. The second page of
the topic should not be shown to the participants yet The leaders of the workshop set up a
transparent container and have many balls of the same shape ready (eg. marbles). These should be
divided equally amongst the groups. The glass stands for our Earth or rather the Earth´s atmosphere,
the balls for the CO2,caused by mankind, methane and other greenhouse gases . You also need a
spoon.

Tip: We used chocolate sweets(Smarties, M&M’s or similar sweets) , because sweets raise
motivation and can be a great reward at the end for taking part in the workshop!

Procedure:
[Appendix IV]
Part 1:
The participants should now discuss in their groups what THEIR topic has to do with climate change
and write /draw things on one half of the poster which, with regard to their topic, are harmful to
the climate. For this purpose you have already glued pictures, which show what can be harmful to
the climate. The discussions within the group are very important; as leader of the workshop, move
around from group to group and help, give instructions and tips, try to get discussions going using
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questions and point out things that the group has not yet taken into consideration.
Also say that the pictures are only examples and the aim is not to say why they are
harmful. Maybe you can find more examples?
After about 5-10 minutes of group work, the groups present their results.The group can also raise
queries. In order to present the harmful effects of climate change , which the presentation of the
different topics show, each group symbolically puts their balls/chocolate sweets into the glass after
their presentation. That means: the concentration of greenhouse gases, causing climate change, in
our atmosphere increases more and more! Make this clear to the participants.
Part 2:
When all the groups have presented their results and the glass is full, then the group work will be
continued. This time better climate friendly alternatives should be found for their topics! The
questions are: What can we do against it? How can we get all the CO2 out of the glass again? Here
we do not only mean the change to eg. energy saving production or to green energy but also: What
can I do personally or what must others eg, politicians, change and decide or determine for many
people, so that the situation can be improved? Ask these questions, encourage participants to note
down their ideas. Developing ideas is very important, if we want to slow down climate change –
everybody must help and no idea is stupid!
You can write the following points , visible to all the groups:
-

Change personally

- Others must change

-

Alternatives?

If you used the sweets, then you can tell the participants, that good ideas will be rewarded with
sweets from the glass!)
Now you can give the second sheet of each topic to each group. This should be glued to the other
half of the sheet of paper or cardboard. Here the participants see examples and ideas (associations)
, which show climate friendly alternatives to their topic. The participants explain why they are better
alternatives and also write down or draw their own ideas.
The group „Factory / Production“ is an exception: On the sheet there is the task to think about how
production in the factories should be in the future. Here they can also ask the other groups for ideas
(eg. green energy, reduce traffic…). This exercise is a bit more challenging needs the help of a
moderator. Often it can help to have a look at some examples with the children. Use items such as
a football, mobile phone, lunchbox to find out how the items are made,
what they are made of, what they are needed for and how they get to the
homes of the children. Climate friendly ideas can be developed to the
individual themes (raw materials, machines, energy, transport).

Give the groups at least 10 minutes time and help if there are any
difficulties.

Then the groups present their results again..
In order to show that climate friendly behaviour can really reduce the concentration of CO 2 iin our
atmosphere and slow down global warming , each participant/each group symbolically receives a
spoonful of the balls/chocolate sweets back (and can eat the sweets).
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The workshop leaders should also take care that they still have a sufficient amount of
balls in the glass and that they do not give too many back, because the glass cannot
become empty! At the moment we have an average warming of 1.25°C and only because henceforth
we act, produce differently and consume in a climate friendly way will the amount of greenhouse
gases emitted into the atmosphere be reduced slightly! We have set climate processes on Earth in
motion which intensify themselves and cannot be stopped, only at best slowed down! [Appendix IV]

4.

AND WHAT ABOUT YOU?
Personal action vs. political action
A group discussion is important towards the end of the workshop. For this ask the participants to
form a circle of chairs. The leader of the workshop chairs the discussion. First there are some key
questions, which the moderators put gradually to discussion. In this discussion, the participants can
react to the key questions using their new knowledge and their own experience. The questions
encourage thoughts about a worldwide climate policy that needs improvement, and also reflection
about the responsability of the individual.
The imagination of the children does not normally extend into the distant future or beyond their life
radius (family, school, sports club). That is why it is important that the moderators give impulses
about the „rest of the world“ and to first thought about climate policy! You do not have to ask every
question – just choose a few of them and decide yourselves which ones fit to your group.
At the end of the group discussion it is important to activate the participants: concrete ideas about
the possibilities of personal and political commitment concerning climate protection are to be
worked out and discussed. As the leader, have sheets of paper and marker pens ready, so that the
participants can note down their resolutions and ideas!
The questions, which should always be connected to climate change caused by humans are:
-

May we do THAT?
May we exploit the planet and contribute to its destruction and the extinction of animals and
plants?
May the wealthy countries destroy the livelihoods of the poorer countries?
Shouldn´t the people, who live in wealthy countries and have the possibility of a good education,
help the poorer ones and take care to provide a better life everywhere on Earth?
Do I , my family, my whole surroundings,and the country in which I live belong to it?
Will life on Earth be more „liveable“ when I am old? For my children and grandchildren?
How can less developed and poorer countries protect the climate and defend themselves againt
the consequences of climate change?
Can the wealthy countries do this at all?

That can lead us to more, very important questions:
-

What can you do against climate change yourself and what don´t you have any influence upon?
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-

-

-

What must happen so that eg. many people do without meat or at least reduce the
amount consumed?
The topic of mandatory declaration for goods: How can I determine that the goods I
would like to buy are CO2neutral or at least have a better CO2 balance than other
similar ones?
How do I know that a firm I would like to make a job application to is climate friendly?
Should the politicians of the countries of the world introduce stricter climate rules for all people?
Should many journeys by plane or cruises be forbidden?
Must there be better access to public transport? (etc.)
What about the transport of goods all over the world: do we really need all
those things, which are produced in factories with raw materials and which
are then delivered by many vehicles, ships and planes all over the world?
If I myself act in a climate neutral way, it is not enough. How can I motivate others to do the same?
How can I make the decision makers, company bosses, politics, my school aware that they must
change something and how can how can I force this through?
And finally, the following questions should be discussed and the results noted down for everybody
to see:

5.

-

WHAT CAN I PERSONALLY CHANGE AND
IMPLEMENT IN THE NEXT THREE MONTHS?
WHAT DO I COMMIT MYSELF TO IN FRONT OF
THIS GROUP?

-

WHAT CAN WE AS A GROUP/CLASS DO
TOGETHER AND IMPLEMENT IN THE NEXT
THREE MONTHS?
WHICH PARTNERS/AIDS DO WE NEED TO DO
THIS
(workshop,
teachers,
public,
Town/Parish…)?

-

WHAT DOES MY SCHOOL ALREADY
UNDERTAKE
CONCERNING
CLIMATE
PROTECTION AND WHAT CAN BE
IMPROVED?

Supplement: Ecological footprint
If you have time ( at least 10 mins!), you can calculate your ecological footprint . (The
ecological footprint is explained in the tool „The Game of the World“ using the link
http://www.peerleader.org/tools.html) or with a CO2 calculator to understand the
emissions caused by you (use a tablet or smartphone and take the group or each
individual as an example). Remember you need an internet connection for this! You can
also
compare different calculators. With very young participants we recommend you calculate an example
together.
You can find possible calculators here:
Ecological footprint
Brot für die Welt:

https://www.fussabdruck.de/fussabdrucktest/#/start/index/
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(German)
WWF: https://www.wwf.de/themen-projekte/klima-energie/wwf-klimarechner/ (German + Infos)
Global Footprint Network: https://www.footprintcalculator.org/signup (English)
Center for Sustainable Economy: http://myfootprint.org/en/visitor_information/ (English)
Anthesis Consulting Group: http://ecologicalfootprint.com (English)
CO2 Emissions
Umweltbundesamt: https://uba.co2-rechner.de/de_DE/ (German)
LUBW Jugendrechner: http://lubw.klimaktivist.de/de_DE/popup/ (German)

6.

FEEDBACK AND REFLECTION
We have experienced and learnt a lot in together in this workshop! Now it is time to reflect about
the results and the impressions.
The notes of the workshop assistant/assistants will now be read to the group and
everybody in the group is invited to comment on them. If there are open questions an agreement
will be made such as eg. homework for all participants, or the teacher explains this in another
lesson or (…) to solve them.
Moderators – it is your turn! Now lead a discussion about the experiences, impressions and
feelings of the participants after the input in this workshop concerning the topic climate change.
What does climate change mean for society? Politics? Schools and universities? For
me personally (…)?
Can you change anything yourself or get involved in better climate friendly politics?
Ask the participants what all this means for their own life and their environment.
Optionally you can use an evaluation form, which the participants can fill out
anonymously and give back to you for feedback about the workshop [Appendix VII]
FINALLY applaud each other! You have done a great workshop and you have taken the first steps
towards involvement by making your own climate resolutions. Carry on this way!

It was nice to have you here and never forget: There is no Planet B!
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Appendix
The most important appendix is: the PowerPoint Presentation to be found separately in the
download.
Appendix I (to 1.1) Printed copies: Alternatives to PowerPoint Presentation
Appendix II (to 2.) Printed copies: Alternatives to PowerPoint Presentation
Appendix III (to 1.3) Karl , the climate camel
Appendix IV (to 3.) Printed copy
Appendix V (to 0.) Notes for the moderators of the workshops
Appendix VI (to 1.1)Instructions for the leaders of the workshops: Pictures of natural disasters
Appendix VII (to 6.) Evaluation forms
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Appendix I (to 1.1) – Printed copies: Alternative to PowerPoint Presentation (Screenshots of the PPTX)
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Credits B image Greta: By Anders Hellberg - Own work, CC BY-SA 4.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=77262111
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Friday for Future Demonstration in Germany
By Leonhard Lenz - Own work, CC0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=76097384
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By USAID U.S. Agency for International Development - FrontLines/EGAT 2011 Environment Photo Contest Top Entry, Public Domain, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=54737544
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By U.S. Navy photo by Jim Brooks - This Image was released by the United States Navy with the ID 050709-N-0000B-003 (next).This tag does not indicate the copyright status of the attached work. A normal copyright tag is still required. See Commons:Licensing.বাাংলা |
Deutsch | English | español | euskara |  | فارسیfrançais | italiano | 日本語 | 한국어 | македонски | മലയാളം | Plattdüütsch | Nederlands | polski |  | پښتوportuguês | svenska | Türkçe | українська | 中文 | 中文（简体） | +/−, Public Domain,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=8207864
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Source: https://www.pexels.com/de-de/foto/alaska-blaues-eis-205624/
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By Jocelyn Augustino - This image is from the FEMA Photo Library., Gemeinfrei, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=8078692
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A girl wipes snow from a car during a fierce winter storm February 17, 2003 in New York City. Robert Giroux/Getty Images https://globalnews.ca/news/1793473/5-of-the-worst-blizzards-in-new-york-citys-history/
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https://pixabay.com/de/photos/abgestorbene-bäume-trocken-verlassen-947331/
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https://www.af.mil/News/Photos/igphoto/2000794957/

Appendix II (to 2.) – Printed copies: Alternative to PowerPoint Presentation (Screenshots of the PPTX)
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Appendix II (to 1.2) – Printed copies: Alternative to PowerPoint Presentation (Screenshots of the PPTX)
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By July 7th, 1909 by Ulysses Sherman Grant, USGS photo library, public domain 2August 11, 2004 by Bruce F. Molnia, USGS, public domain 3 - http://globalwarmingart.com/wiki/Image:McCarty_Glacier_jpg, Public Domain,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=17196784
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Appendix III (to 1.3) – Karl, the climate camel (Link)

Karl, the climate camel: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E1ZC0FT8z24
Supplement: Questions on the video:

-

Which greenhouse gases are named?

-

How does methane(CH4) develop, for example?

-

What does the abbreviation CO2 stand for?

-

What pollutes the air, for example with CO2 ?

-

What causes the climate to heat up through greenhouse gases (=Greenhouse Effect)?

-

What are the consequences of climate change (name at least 6)?

-

What are droughts?

-

Who is hit hardest by climate change?

-

Who is mainly responsible for climate change?

-

How can you yourself help to slow down climate change?
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Appendix IV ( to 3.) - Printed copy
Anhang IV (zu 3.) - Druckvorlage

Traffic
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Traffic:
better
examples
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Food

44

Food:
better
examples

45

Energy
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Energy:
Better
examples

47

Factory/
Production
48

Fabrik/
Production:
Better
examples

How should the factories produce in the future so that we do not damage our climate any more
(think about the greenhouse gases). Must we produce less? Is that possible?
You can walk around and have a look what climate friendly alternatives there are to their topics. Do
any of them fit to your topic? Write down or draw them here. You can also imagine things that
there should be but are not present yet.
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Appendix V (to 0.) – Notes for moderators of the workshops:

Notes for moderators of the workshops
General
Our workshops cannot replace teaching. They depend on the fact that knowledge will be dealt with and increased in
lessons in school. What we can achieve, is to form a link between topic and student, something which cannot always
be achieved in school because of their set PROGRAMMES which maybe do not contain the topic.
We present the topic and ask the participants how they position themselves to it and about their possible
involvement: What is YOUR topic? What do YOU want? What do YOU want to do? That means we want to activate
them,in spite of a certain „culture“ of showing an involvement and having an opinion is seen as not being „cool“ in
school. Our experience shows that most of the brains are awake, motivated, full of ideas but they show all this too
seldom!
One problem is the „rescue“ of ideas beyond the workshop/the lesson/ the day. How can we change that?
Ideas for continuing work
-

Ask the class tutor to talk about everything the following day and maybe agree on CONCRETE plans. Also
embedment in teaching units is useful..

-

The workshop leaders can also offer follow-up visits.

-

Arrange an extracurricular activity with the school about this topic . This could be offered for 4 to 8 weeks

-

Initiate a network with other initiatives (regional) and/or visit them.

Tips for Moderators
1.

There are enough teachers, but not moderators: you should accompany the workshop and not hold „knockout“ lectures. So: ask, ask, ask. Motivate your students to discuss with each other. These discussions work
out better than expected! If you structure and steer these discussions carefully and also keep an eye on the
time and the aim, chaos does not normally arise with these young participants!

2.

The best thing that can happen is that they develop an interest to continue working on their gaps in
knowledge or on the project ideas! So please clarify: What happens AFTER THIS?, What happens to all the
good ideas and who will find the answers to open questions and WHEN?

3.

Be courageous: If we waited for only moderators to be the EXPERTS on the topic, we would never make any
progress and would be frightened of taking the initiative ourselves. So: do not forget the GOAL. Save EACH
QUESTION, which remains unanswered in order to be able to clarify it later (that is why it is important to
delegate someone to document the workshop or open questions) It is not bad to have no knowledge, but it
is worse if we do not have or ask any questions! Keep eager to learn and try to fill any gaps in knowledge
together.

4.

Each workshop is more or less PUBLIC, because the students will tell family and friends about the results. So
moderators should only make suggestions and statements that are absolutely correct! These will be put to
the test at home and what if the ideas and results fail at home after the first question, oh dear!.

5.

Simplify: Not every detail must be explained, but also they should not lead to panic (eg. „Tomorrow we will
drown!“ in the climate workshop). With every workshop, we have the responsability but we cannot really
pick up the threads afterwards because schools carry on as usual and we are gone…...

6.

Be a sheepdog: you must keep an eye on everybody; the quiet ones, the dominant ones, the clowns, the
followers etc. The whole group should take part. Speak to the students individually, ask them, what they
think, wake them up! Remember your own experience at school and what would have motivated you to take
an active part. It is often practical to have name tags!
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7.

There are very seldom „disturbers“. If someone does cause a disturbance , speak to the person directly and
in a friendly way. Usually that is enough. Also questions can help: eg. What is wrong? Or is there a problem?
Or can I take part in your interesting conversation? (when students are talking to each other). OTHERWISE
make a clear statement or worst case – ask a member of the workshop staff to help.

8.

Opposition is a gift: be open for provocative, different, weird opinions,question them and use them for
constructive debates.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Appendix VI (to 1.1) – Notes for workshop leaders to:Pictures of natural disasters: is that normal?

Notes for workshop leaders to:Pictures of natural disasters: is that normal?
Picture1

Dried out, cracked earth. Drought. Dried up river bed. Too little water or rain. No fertility. Pro
duction of food impossible. Erosion, soil loss through wind, which carries the dry soil away.

Picture 2

Wind, storm, hurricane, devastation and destruction by a hurricane/typhoon.

Picture 3

Single icefloats/ small, melted iceberg. Ice melts and cannot be found in places where it was
found some years ago. Ice at the ice caps is melting but also permafrost ground, glaciers,
living areas for some animals is decreasing.

Picture 4

Severe flooding. Water reaches the roofs of the houses. Flood/hurricane/typhoon/tsunami.
Unusually heavy rainfalls, Protection mechanisms through plants is lacking. Weather
extremes. Destruction through water.

Picture 5

Snow and ice disasters in places which are not used to so much snow and ice. Here: New
York 2003.Extraordinary situation for people, animals plants. Unusual cold and warm
periods.

Picture 6

Drought, dust, aridity, heat, dead trees and plants, infertile soil, erosion (see picture 1),
production of food impossible. Sandstorms.

Picture 7

Devastation by whirlwind, tornado. Or hurricane, typhoon. Or tsunami. Threat to mankind
and animals. Extreme natural forces.
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Appendix VII (to 6.) – Evaluation form

Evaluation of Workshop „Climate Workshop 1“

Questionnaire Participants
1. Have you learnt anything new today?
□ yes

□ partially □ no

2. After this workshop, have your views about climate change and the situation on the Earth
changed?
□ yes

□ partially □ no

3. Do you think that after this workshop you will change your life to be more climate neutral/ or
try to convince others to do so?
□ yes

□ perhaps □ no

4. Could you imagine involving yourself with this topic out of school?
□ yes
How or where?
________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
□ no
Why not?
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
□ perhaps
5. Some remarks:
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
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Evaluation of Workshop „PLI-Climate Workshop 1“

Questionnaire Moderators / Teachers
1. Does the topic „Climate Change“ have any importance for your work/your involvement/
your teaching?
□ no

□ yes

What?
_______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
2. How do you assess the interest of the participants after the workshop to the topic „Climate
Change“?
The participants were very motivated.
□ yes □ partially □ no
The participants now know more about the topic „Climate Change“
□ yes □ partially □ no
Some participants will occupy themselves with this topic beyond the workshop.
□ yes □ perhaps □ no
3. Will you continue to treat aspects of the topic „Climate Change“ in your work/your
involvement/your teaching?
□ yes

□ perhaps □ no

4. How would you assess the use of peers for the work in the NGOs?
□ The participants show more interest when young people work with them.
□ I do not see any difference to normal work with young people/my normal lessons.
□ Using peers is not suitable for my work/my involvement/my teaching.

5. Would you like to integrate external offers more often into your work/your
involvement/your teaching?
□ yes □ no

□ I cannot say yet

6. Some remarks:
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
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